Enabling fast ramp-up of assembly lines through context-mapping of implicit
operator knowledge and machine-derived data
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Abstract: Ramp-up of precision assembly lines is a cost-intensive and experiencedriven task. Most of the time the knowledge how to effectively and efficiently setup
an assembly line is intrinsic and is therefore neither shared nor reused by production
experts. Almost no machine data is recorded until the correct functionality of the line
is achieved and human problem solving tasks are not or poorly documented. In this
paper a novel approach for structuring operator knowledge and combining it with
machine-derived data by the use of semantic technologies is proposed. This enables
human operators to express their experience in an easy to understand, machine
readable way and makes it therefore accessible to other workers.
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Introduction

In the literature different variants for ramp-up are considered, either the start of new products, the
introduction of a new or the reorganization of an existing production system as well as all feasible
combinations. One possible approach is defining the ramp-up time of products as the “time required
from finishing prototyping to full volume production” [1]. However in this paper we are focusing on
the ramp-up of new production processes and the resulting problem areas. Therefore ramp-up is
defined as the phase between production development and the full capacity of production with a
sufficient level of quality. Depending on the industrial application area ramp-up can take from a
couple hours up to several years.
Approximately 82 % of the companies do not reach their targeted goals regarding time, cost and
quality [2]. This is very critical as volatile market requirements need a rapidly shortened time-tomarket [3]. Main reasons for missing the target goals are continuous changes at product and/or
process level. Despite that a lot of companies do not make use of software solutions during their
ramp-up procedure besides standard MES or ERP functionalities [2]. Successful companies have an
overview about present key performance indicators (i.e. Overall Equipment Effectiveness) during the
ramp-up or have proper simulation tools installed [4]. As matters of fact, small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) do use these tools to an even lower extend due to cost factors and limited

availability of human resources. For these SMEs a lack of coordination and communication is a major
obstacle for a successful and fast ramp-up of assembly lines [2]. However these characteristics are
especially important when SMEs concern about the high requirements for precision products.
Key for a successful ramp-up are therefore highly skilled and motivated human workers and the
knowledge transfer from experience gained in former projects. Due to time pressure and upcoming
deadlines the gathered experience is hardly ever documented in a proper way for reuse. At present,
known knowledge management systems are hardly implemented and used during the ramp-up
procedure [5].
Also Berger at al. [6] sees the consequent usage of experience gained about comparable assembly
machines or lines as key for success. Many important observations and conclusions of production
staff are simply lost and not re-implemented as improvements in consecutive projects. Fleischer et
al. [7] sees the strong dependencies on intrinsic operator experience for troubleshooting as one of
the main deficits in production ramp-up.

1.1

Success Factors for Ramp-up

All this leads to the conclusion that for a successful ramp-up of assembly lines it is essential to gather
the experience from production workers in an effective and efficient way and make it available also
to others for re-usage and further refinement. The presented approach will target some major
obstacles, which are relevant for many companies in order to perform a successful knowledge
management during the ramp-up procedure:






Easy gathering of operator knowledge. An optimal solution for the ramp-up phase would be
to gather knowledge in a causal “if-then” relationship which would enable the further usage
and automatic processing of the operator experience [6]. However, the presented approach
will go beyond that and allow multiple, easy to use, understandable, machine-readable crossrelations between different entities. This facilitates the adequate capturing, transfer and
usage of human intrinsic knowledge e.g. about tolerances, assembly issues and material
dependencies.
Flexible context-mapping of static and dynamic data: At present most knowledge capturing
systems only provide static capabilities to model the knowledge (i.e. Wiki-systems are widely
used in companies). Besides that machine data is mostly stored in predefined databases or
data-warehouses. Therefore it is not capable of adequately modeling all possible relations
and the system administration is limited to IT experts which can hardly react in a timely
manner to the arising problems during ramp-up. We will present a novel approach to
combine large quantities of sensor data, external software systems like Statistical Process
Control (SPC) software and operator knowledge in a human-centered and flexible way. This is
of special importance for precision assembly as due to the high product requirements plenty
of sensor data has to be integrated.
Extensibility & Reusability: Due to the nature of the ramp-up process not all data providers
are present from the beginning as e.g. sensors are connected and adjusted in a later stage.
Also software systems like SPC or Condition Monitoring are typically installed at a later stage.
Also consecutive assembly lines might be equipped with additional or other hardware
entities. The already modeled experience should be used in these projects and be further

refined. This is of high importance as saving potential through Knowledge Management
Systems is particularly high when ramping a similar equipment or line and experiencing alike
problems. Due to these reasons the suggested solution should be able to integrate different
data sources and apply modifications in an iterative manner. Also the modeled knowledge
should be (partially) exportable for re-usage in other projects or for other operators.

2
2.1

Approach & Methology
Semantic Technologies in Manufacturing

In order to cope with the multitude of different data sources in modern production and the
constantly changing environment of today's production lines, the application of "Semantic
technologies" is intensively discussed in literature. These technologies try to provide an always-upto-date and highly structured access to a certain field of knowledge. According to Breslin et al. [8],
such systems can be well-suited for industrial applications: blogs to effectively share information
within organizations, collaborative document editing, support for project management and execution
of software development, micro-blogging for fast information transport, semantic wiki systems to
pursue knowledge management and semantic web and Web 2.0 approaches to effectively retrieve
information from the internet. In addition to this, semantic web services are already addressing the
complexity of data integration within industry [8]. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) provides
an interesting collection of industrial use-cases within the industry [9].
The following sections will provide an overview on the underlying concepts of these technologies,
the existing standards and the deployment of these capabilities to industrial environments.

2.2

Ontologies

Semantic technologies are building upon "ontologies". According to Gruber [10], a consensus
definition is that an "ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization". The
conceptualization is applied towards a limited "domain", which for instance can be the ramp-up
procedures of production lines. The conceptualization tries to break down the different terms and
entities of this domain into well-defined and distinctive concepts. The concepts are expressed in a
formal way in order to allow technical installations and software to use them. Further on, the
concepts shall be explicit in order to avoid inconsistencies and differences in meaning; this can be
achieved by using non-ambiguous classifications, relations or metrics. Lastly, the conceptualization
shall be shared and agreed among different user groups in order to provide a means of
communication and a frame of reference.
Applied to the field of ramping up micro-assembly lines, the use of ontologies opens possibilities to
reach a joint understanding about important structural elements of a production line, by which
procedures they are affected and how they correlate with different processes and measurement
data. This will deepen the understanding about structure and data for all user roles concerned with
the ramp-up, as e.g. the engineers designing the line, the software engineers creating the PLC

programs as well as the engineers performing the ramp-up itself. All different user roles can use the
same source of definition for performing their individual work tasks; boundaries are clearer defined.
Looking at the ramp-up process as a whole, the use of ontologies can make the overall process more
explicit and make it decomposable into several well-defined actions, which can be documented and
compared with similar ramp-up situations. This breaks up the implicit understanding of a ramp-up
process and exposes it to systematic knowledge management, which can be used to gather human
knowledge and procedures, to interlink it with further information and to make it re-usable for
repeating situations.
Therefore, ideally, the use of ontologies can better organize the effective work of human engineers
and, at the same time, they can be used to store and provide important information, process and
measurement data.

2.3

Semantic Middleware

The creation and maintenance of ontologies can be performed in regular text editor by using an
ontology language like Web Ontology Language (OWL). Alternatively, a number of dedicated
ontology editors with graphical user interfaces such as Protégé [11] and OntoStudio [12] are
available. Furthermore, as applied for this work, ontologies can also be defined and maintained via
semantic annotated mindmaps, which are automatically transferred into an ontology language [13,
14].
In order to utilize the captured explicit knowledge in ontologies inside the production environment,
these ontologies need to be incorporated in software systems. This can be realized in two different
ways. One the one hand these functionalities can be directly incorporated into each individual
software, e.g. by including libraries such as Jena [15], Jess [16] and Ontobroker [17]. One the other
hand software applications can be connected against a central IT service, which provides the
reasoning functionalities based on ontologies; such IT services are typically denoted as middleware.
The OntoBroker middleware [18] which available as commercially supported product can be used as
an embedded library or operated as a server application; therefore in the later configuration it has
been used for this project.

2.4

Standards for Semantic Technologies

As production systems typically have a long life-time, the human knowledge and the acquired
machine data from the ramp-up phase need to be persisted for an extended period of time. This is
especially true, if ramp-up knowledge shall be re-used for subsequent versions of the production
system. The reuse of knowledge also calls the need of merging knowledge and data from different
sources, as new production systems might incorporate features from more than one prior system.
This leads to high requirements for the maintainability, extensibility and scalability of semantic
technologies and the need of using a set of well-founded standards, which guarantee accessibility of
gained knowledge for a long time.

In the course of the foundation of the Semantic web [19], this need was early recognized by the W3C
consortium and a set of standards building on-top of each other, were specified. Semantic
technologies, such as semantic middleware and wiki systems, are adhering to these standards. By
complying with these, investments in central IT systems, software and personal training can be
protected.

Figure 1 Semantic web stack [20]

The relevant standards are organized in the Semantic web stack, to which [8] gives an overview. For
integrating data and merging knowledge, the use of proper URIs (Uniform resource identifiers) within
the ontologies and semantic facts is important. Semantic facts can be exchanged with further
systems via the RDF and RDFS standard (Resource Description Framework and schemata). For
exchanging, merging and integrating ontologies, OWL is a commonly used standard, which offers
extended semantic capabilities. The applied semantic middleware for the presented approach
(OntoBroker) is able to support these standards both for import and export. In addition, Ontobroker
features its own logic language (ObjectLogic), which is proposed to the W3C as upcoming standard.
SPARQL (SPARQL protocol and RDF query language) and RIF (Rule interchange format) were not used
in this work, but are accepted by the OntoBroker middleware, as well.

3

Application for Precision Assembly Lines – Implementation and Verification

Consistent with Lohse [21] the model of the assembly system is divided into domain concepts
suitable for representing the ramp-up of precision assembly systems. The structured model
comprises all the information that are not continuously changed during production, representing e.g.
the machine model with its sensors, the product definition and corresponding work plan and finally
the processes with its capabilities and specifications. However besides modeling the pure static
assembly system another layer representing the dynamic changes will be introduced. A mapping
functionality correlates the dynamic information with the corresponding structural entities. Besides

that also various relationships between structural and/or dynamic entities can be modeled and
automatically processed. This is of special importance as in the outlined work this technique was
applied for gathering the human experience during ramp-up of precision assembly systems. This all
together allows for novel ways of combining information and providing fractions of helpful data to
the operators and engineers.

Figure 2 Three layer design of the implemented system

3.1

Static Structural Model

For the static structural model we introduced three domain concepts (Product, Process and System)
to represent modular micro assembly lines






Product: A hierarchical representation of the products, its variants and its components
(atomic parts of a product) as well as the corresponding product and quality features (e.g.
product dimensions or targeted surface quality) are modeled here. The final representation
of the product specifications results in a working plan describing the sequence of atomic
operations and the parameter set-up to achieve the aimed product variant.
Process: Here the assembly processes are described in detail. Several different process types
are created to categorize the diverse processes according to its capabilities. Within these
concepts, the relevant parameters for performing successfull and stable processes are
adjusted and dependencies on product features are modeled
System: This is a representation of the actual machine, its modules and its sensors. It is a
model of the machine “hardware”, hierachically ordering the physical structure of the
assembly system.

Cross-Domain Definition of Data and Parameters

Both, ´Parameters´ and ´DataItems´ are considered to be adjustment or value information most of
the times with relation to a physical mechanical setting, a measurement or a corresponding PLC
variable. As ´Parameter´, all entities are considered, which can be changed by a human operator or a
technical installation. As ´DataItem´, all entities are considered, which can be read or asked for, but
cannot be changed in a direct way. 1
These concepts are modelled in a cross-domain approach which means that they can be related to
each of the already presented domains of the static structural model. For explanation a DataItem
representing a sensor holds structural information about in which system or module the sensor is
installed but also represents an important monitoring variable for a process.

3.2

Dynamic Knowledge & Mapping Functionality

Besides the structural static model also data from dynamic sources is considered. The information is
stored in the form of events with a timestamp resulting in a time-driven, event-oriented monitoring
system. All events have a unique ID and attributes like event classification main- und subtypes, a
primary value and context information.
Depending on their origin and available information these events are mapped to the corresponding
structural entities. It is not mandatory to model all possible context information as the system is
adaptive enough to handle just as much information as provided. As depicted in Figure 2 the concept
allows in contrast to databases also multiple connections. This means that an event can be mapped
to multiple atomic attributes of single entities and to multiple domain areas at the same time as well
as all possible gradations and mixtures in between.

3.3

Relationship Model and Reasoning

As mentioned before the static structural model allows representing different types of relationships
between heterogeneous entities on all granularity levels of the domain model. Also multiple
connections with different types between same entities as well as parametrizable relationships are
possible. The usage of semantic technologies enables object driven features like inheritance and
inference.

1

E.g. a DataItem can also be used as virtual measurement signal combining other information

Figure 3 Example for manual and automated generated relationships

Figure 3 demonstrates some relationship features of the implemented system like the automatic
creation of new relationships according to specified patterns (Relation 1), the relation between
different granularity levels (Relation 2) and multiple relations even between the same entities
(Relation 3 and 4). In summary this realizes a hierarchically structured relationship model which is
able to represent the operator experience in a flexible way.
This is of special importance for the gathering the operator observations. It is for example possible to
model relations like “failureSource” between an inspection and a processing step. This can prevent
the case of extremely time-consuming trouble-shooting, which can be in the precision assembly
sector a task of several days.

Reasoning
Besides these object-oriented features pre-defined rules support the automatic extension of the
manual defined relations. This can be based on very simple rules or more sophisticated type-specific
ones. All rules are modeled object-oriented in the format of extended “if-then” – relationships.
?X [failureSource->?Z] :- ?X [failureSource-> ?Y] and ?Y[failureSource->
?Z]

[Example of of a simple Rule for failureSource propagation written in ObjectLogic]
The presented rule states that if an entity A is a failure source for entity B and B is a failure source for
entity C then A is also a failure source for C.

3.4

Technical Implementation

The technical implementation of chapters 3.1 to 3.-3 was executed during the course of the
European project FRAME [22] with industrial partners.

For the ontology modeling the open source software freemind [23] was used for modeling the
structure of the machine model (chapter 3.1). With a semantic annotated mindmap [14] which can
be automatically translated into semantic languages F-Logic and ObjectLogic (which is proposed to
the W3C as upcoming standard) we realize on the one hand an intuitive system with a technique
(mind mapping) which is very familiar for engineers. On the other hand by using the open-source
access we also enable additional applications relevant to fulfill production necessities. In the course
of the project we implemented e.g. an operator touch-screen for knowledge gathering directly on
the shop-floor and a mindmap validation tool to ensure proper input data.

Figure 4 Screenshot of the implemented touch-screen application; displaying parts of the static structural model with a
semantic annotated mindmap

For the presented approach we use the software Ontobroker[24] by the company Ontoprise as
semantic middleware which stores all modeled and gathered information inside the internal
database. The dynamic knowledge which was described in chapter 3.2 is also fed into it. As
Ontobroker is currently one of the best performing semantic systems [25] it is also suitable to store
large amount of data which by the nature of micro-assembly production accumulates over the time.
The prototypic implementation is able to process over 100 Events per second. In the presented work
the semantic middleware was also integrated with Statistical Process Control and HMI input by the
operators.
The relationship model (chapter 3.3) was developed in two separate approaches in F-Logic as well as
ObjectLogic to enable multiple relations between the entities. Also querying the database is written
within these languages.

3.5

Verification

The so implemented system is flexible enough to handle multiple data representation and fulfills the
requirements which have been introduced in chapter 1.1.







Easy gathering of operator knowledge. The workers are able to model their knowledge in a
flexible way, providing just the information they think is valuable. Cross-relations between all
different entities are possible and not restricted by IT necessities. These connections can also
be restricted to certain types or be parameterized. Due to hierarchical structure and rules an
automatic creation of connections and therefore an expansion of the assembly model
information is realized.
Flexible context-mapping of static and dynamic data: All gathered dynamic information can
be mapped to its structural context in a very human-centered and understandable way.
Contrary to databases, features like multiple mappings to different entities with different
granularities are possible. There is no need for the involvement of IT experts to model and
map new information in the system as this can be done directly by the user.
Extensibility & Reusability: The system is implemented completely independent from other
software and can due to the time-based information in an event form easily be extended to
or integrated with corresponding systems. It is possible to extract the modeled information
(or part of it), export it and integrate it in other models.

Special potential lies in the combination between “hard”, machine-derived data and “soft” human
knowlede and observations. The pre-defined rules realize an cost-effective use of of the system. With
the presented aproach we are able to combine different data sources in order to provide the
shopfloor operators and engineers with helpful data sets to tackle their problems.

4

Conclusion and Outlook

During the last years the ramp-up phase has become due to market necessities more and more the
focus of research activities. Arising problems are mainly solved through human experience and
especially for SMEs there is still a lack of software support. In other industrial applications it has been
proven that semantic technologies are suitable for gathering and managing knowledge in a machinereadable format. The presented approach applies semantics to the ramp-up process in the assembly
sector and tackles some of the most urgent issues in gathering and reusing operator experience in
combination with machine-derived data. The presented work is based on existing standards and
offers the possibility for a knowledge management system, which is capable of providing required
functionalities to support operators during the ramp-up phase.
Further research in connecting the knowledge management system with existing software such as
Manufacturing Execution Systems or Quality Control Software is required. Also the system interface
to access the knowledge needs to be adapted to the worker requirements in order to optimal
support the ramp-up procedure. The presented implementation however provides due to its
flexibility and implemented features already a number of benefits for companies.
The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community's Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement FRAME n°229208.
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